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As a result of experiments on the removal of spray
residue from apples and pears in 1926, it hecaae apparent
that open-cored fruits (Fig. l) Slight offer complications
in washing operations.

This was especially true since

the presence of hydrochloric acid in the core cavities
was known to cause core injury and to induce decay froa
blue mold and other organisms*

The problem was of spe-

cial significance since several concerns were contemplating the building of washing machines employing the
submersion principle, where pressure Mght be a factor
in forcing the washing solution through the openings into
the receptacles and seed cavities*
There was also some evidence to the effect that in
closed-cored fruits (Fig« 2) the pressure froa submersion
might be sufficient to force the solution into the calyx
tube, making effective rinsing iapossibie and thus endangering keeping quality.
Consequently during the sunEner of 1927, experiments
were planned with the aim of securing data on the following phases of the problem;
1.

The prevalence of open cores in the cosssiercial

varieties of apples and pears*
2.

The effect of sutoerging at various depths on
the aaount of leakage into open*cored fruits.

3.

The effects on the fruit of various washing and
disinfecting compounds when forced into the core.

4.

The effects of submerging at various depths on
leakage into the calyx tube of closed-cored
fruits.

5.

The effects on the fruit of leakage into the
calyx tube*
I^XPERII-IISiTAX.

!♦

THE PREVALSICB OP OPSH C0R3S IH THE COl-ll^KCIAL VARIETIES OP APPLSD AIJD PSiffiS.
?/hen attempts were siade to ascertain the exact

percentage of open-cored fruits in apple varieties, it
was soon found that no very definite conclusions could be
drawn.

Some lots within a variety revealed a very high

percentage of open cores while other lots of the sane
variety showed practically no open cored fruits.
The larger sizes usually showed a much higher percentage of open cores than did the smaller sizes.

This

is shown quite clearly by Tables I and 11 which show the
relation of size to the prevalence of open cores in
Totnpkin's King and Jonathan apples*

• 8 TABLE I
THE BELAHEOII OF SIZE OF PHOIT TO TEZ PimfMuMCE
OF OPI2J CORES IN TOLlFKIIiVS KI!IQ APPLES.
•'t'V:!". r,",,! 'i ,;
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Sizes

Nuiaber of
apples eyaaifled

JIuaber of
OPGQ CQres

Percent
open cores

150 and smaller

250

10

4

150 to 100

360

54

15

100 and larger

140

50

£2

TABLE II
THE RI&ATIOIJ OF SI 23 OF FHOlT TO TO PB3VAL^CI
OF 0PI2J C0R2S IU JOHATiIAII APPLSS.

Si^es

Number of
apples exarjined

Number of
OT5en cores

150 and waller

161

10

6

150 to 100

2S5

27

11

94

55

36

100 and larger

Percent
open cores

Trees with light crops of fruit usually showed sore
open cores than did the trees bearing full crops.

Ort-

leys, as a rule, showed a very high percentage of open
Cores,

Some lots of Ortloy^ however, wore remarkably

free froa this trouble.

Rooo, Winesap, and Yellow $ew-

tovm were practically free from open cores.

Occasionally

- 9 an open-cored speciaen was found in the larger sizes of
these varieties*
In the Llilton-Frcewater district Jonathan averaged
about 30 percent open cores*

It is possible that the

freeze experienced in that district last spring had
something to do with this situation*2.
These observations on the prevalence of open cores
in apples are generally in leeeping irith those made byother investigators*

Fisher found vtitb Spitzenburg,

for example, that in some orchards the nuober of open
cores did not exceed 2 percent, while in other Spitzenburg orchards the percentage of open cores often
averaged between 25 and 30 percent»^
Practically no open cores were found in pears*
The comercial varieties of pears apparently are free
from the trouble*

II*

THE EFF2CT OF StiHffiHOXNG AT VAfilOUS DEPTHS ON THE
AHOUHT OF LEAKAGS IIITO OPBIJ-COHSD FRDITS*
To determine the aoount of leakage into open-cored

fruits, Ortley apples of the "sheepnose" type were
used, as these were known to be 100 percent open-cored*
These were subjected to sutosersion in .TS percent
hydrochloric acid at depths varying between 0 and 60

- 10 inches, the length of the treateaent in each case being
five minutes*
A tank twelve inches square and 60 inches deep was
used in all the subaersion tests.

The fruit was forced

down to the required depths and brought to the surface
five times in every treataent.

This procedure corre-

sponds with the principle on which the cosEioroial deep
submersion machines work*
Follotrlng the acid treatment the apples were
rinsed in clean Yiater, wrapped wet, and stored in
coisnon storage for ten days*

At the end of this time

the fruit was removed frora storage and the specimens
were cut open,

The amount of leakage resulting from

each treatrnent was deteffained by noting the prevalence
of decay and physiological core injury*
Table III gives the data obtained in this test.

- 11 TABLE III
THS EFFECT OP SOWSBQim AT VARIOUS DEPTHS
ON THE AIIOUUT OF LEAKAOE IHTO OPKJ-CORBD FRUITS,
Percent physio-

Percent

CShecls (no treatment)

0

15

Washed by floatation

0

20

Washed lay subcierging to
depth of 4 inches

0

?5

Washed by submerging to
depth of 8 inches

0

100

Washed by suboerging to
depth of 12 inches

0

100

Washed by submerging to
depth of 24 inches

0

100

Washed by submerging to
depth of 36 inches

0

100

Washed by submerging to
depth of 60 inches

0

100

To obtain more information on this point, and also
to compare the amount of leakage occuring from submersion
with the ajaount occuring with other iaethods of washing
the following experimental work was undertaken:
A number of Hewtown apples were punctured through
the calyx tube with a plunger 1/16 of an inch in diaaeter.

• IS By this procedure it was possible to obtain a large nuiaber
of fruits, all with the saso sized openings into the core.
These fruits were divided into five lots, and were
treated with #75 percent hydrochloric acid as follows?
I.

Checlc lot, no treatoent.

II*

Floatation Treatnent,
The apples in this treatoent were washed for fiv©

ninutes in hydrochloric acid,

5536 fruit was floated on

the surface with mi occasional subaiersion to a depth of
one inch

during the treataiont to insure results compar-

able to those obtained irith the comiiereial floatation
machines»
III.

Sluicing Method.
In this test the apples were floated in the acid

solution for one minute during 'tfhich tise the washing
solution was poured over the floating fruit froia a height
of eighteen inches*

The apples were turned over in the

bath insuring complete osposur© to the falling solution*
IV.

Spraying Method*
The procedure in this tseatsient WDS the same as

in the sluicing test, with the exception that the solu*
tion was sprayed on the floating fruit.
applied under twelve pounds pressure.

The spray was
A siiiall portable

spray can fitted with a disk nozale giving a noderately
fine cone-shaped spray was used* Care was taken to spray

- 13 each apple for 1/2 a oinute, and that tho fruit was turned,
so all the surface would be exposed to the spray»
V,

Shallow Sutaersion.
The apples in this test were allowed to reaain

in the washing solution for five minutes with an occasional sutoersion to a depth of sis inches.
After each of the above treatnonts the fruit was thoroughly washed with clean water, and kept in comuon storage
for ten days*

The specimens were then cut open and the

araount of core injury and blue siold.decay ascertained*
Table IV gives the results obtained in these tests*
TABX.S IF
WASSIHG BY VABIOUS ^HTHODS III RBLATIOIJ TO LEAKAQIil
OF ACXP IHTO 0P3a-C0RBD APEiiiS.
Core
injury

Percent
blue aold

none

10,5

Floatation method with occasional suteerging to depth
of 1 inch, 5 min, .75% HC1, 57

slight

24.2

Sluicing aethod as in Moe
machine* 1 min*, *75% EG1»

57

slight

27.5

Spraying aethod as in Bean
machine. J min,, ,75^ HC1,

57

alight

25.1

Subversion to a depth of
6 inches* 5 min,, ,75% HC1«

57

severe

90.0

Treafcae^

Huaber of
angles e^aatined

Check (not washed)

5?

- 14 Obviously, deep sutaersion results in considerable
leakage of acid into the center of open^cored apples.
Even at a depth of four to six inches a great deal of
leakage occurred (Fig. S),

Apparently some leakage oc-

curs with the sluicing, floatation, and spray methods.
The amount of leakage irith these aethods, however, is
rauch less than that occurring ?*hen the subversion method
is employed (Fig. 4)•

Submersion at depths from twelve

to sixty inches practically fills the center of every
open-cored siJecimen.
1X1.

THE EFFECT OF VAHXOUS WASHING ASD DXSIIIFDCTIIIG

COMPOUNDS

mm

FORCSP IETO OPEK-COBDD FRUIT.

Experiiaents were conducted with the aim of obtaining
information on the effect on the fruit of various washing
and disinfecting compounds when forced*into open-cored
fruits.

Washing and disinfecting compounds ;vere used in

the combinations outlined in Tables V and VI.
Ortley apples were used*

Open-cored

These apples were obtained froat

the Corvallis Orchard Company.

They hA.d b^en graded out,

after leaving been washed with hydrochloric ecid solution
in a floatation type machine.

The fruit was in a fira-

ripe to ripe condition, and free fron decay, physiological
or sieehanlcal injury.

Apparently little injury was caused

from washing the open-cored apples in this type of washing

- 15 TABLE

V

THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS V/ASHIHG AHD DISIUFBCTIl-lG

caspouiJDs mm FORCED IHTO OPIIJ-CORSD FHOITS
(coupon storage)

Treatment

Ph;;siologicai
in.lurv

Percent
blue mold

Check (no treatment)

none

5

?feter (HsO)

none

15

Water followed by .5% HC1.

slight

70

.5^ nci.

severe

loo

,0 HC1 plus 25? Formaldehyde

sever©

70

^S Fonaaldehyde

severe

30

5# Boric acid solution

severe

10

0 Boric acid solution
followed by ,5% HC1»

severe

SO

10$ Sodium acid
carbonate solution

slight

10$ Sodium acid carbonate
solution followed by
.5J£ HC1,

severe

55

10$ Sodium shloride- solution
plus .5$ HC1*

severe

100

.2$ Sodium hydroxide
solution

severe

10

- 16 -

tmiE vi
TBB EFFSCT OF VABIOUS WASniHO AI-ID DISIUPUCu^HQ
C0MP00IID8 miSII FORCED imo OPHI-CORSD FBUITS
(Cold Storage)

Treatment

Physiological
in.lurv

Check (no treatment)

none

Percent
blue mold
5

Water (HgO)

slight

15

Water followed by *5% HC1,

severe

85

.5^ HC1,

severe

75

♦ §^ HC1, plus 2$ Forsaaldehyde

severe

90

2^ Formaldehyde

severe

10

5% Boric acid solution

severe

50

5$ Boric acid solution
followed by .5$ HC1.

severe

50

10$ Sodium acid carbonate
solution

slight

2b

10$ Sodiua acid carbonate
solution followed by ,5% HC1.

severe

30

plus .555 new

severe

45

•^ Hydroxide solution

severe

25

10$ Sodium Chloride solution

- 17 machine.

tThe fruit in each case v/as submerged to a depth

of sixty inches, in the sase namie? as outlined on page
two.

Following the washing treatment it was rinsed in

clean water and wrapped in paper.

Half of the fruit froa

each lot was placed in cora^on storage at a teraperature of
65 degrees F, t^iile the regaining portion was stored in
cold storage at 40 degrees F,

At the end of ten days the

fruit froa the common storage lots was cut open and
examined for physiological injury and decay.

The fruit

from the cold storage lots was exarained twenty-four days
after treatoent*
Tables V and VI give the data obtained in these tests..
This series of tests showed quite conclusively that
serious core injury and blue raold decay nearly always results when hydrochloric acid enters the core of apples.
The injury resulting from the failure to repjove the
acid from the core cavity was a soft breakdown, nuch the
same in character as the typical blue mold decay.

This

injury extended to a depth of 1/4 to 1/2 an inch from the
core.

Unless the acid Injury was followed by decay, this

injury would not break down the entire apple, but would
stop, leaving the soft, watery breakdown at the core (Fig.
S).

Cold storage seeas to retard these troubles, but

does not prevent them.

The formaldehyde used alone re- .

- 18 suited in no blue aold decay, but was responsible for a
great deal of physiological core injury*
Ihis injury was auch firaer and darker than the acid
injury, and did not extend as deeply into the flesh as
the acid injury, but was of sufficient depth to render
the fruit unsailable*
Filling the core cavity with water prior to the acid
treatment resulted in a slight decrease of core injury
and core decay*

Filling the core cavity with a 5$ solu-

tion of boric acid did not prevent blue nold development
entirely, tills lot of fruit showing approidaiately fifty
percent blue siold decay*

Some physiological injury, very

siailar to the Injury caused by the forsaldehyde, resulted front the use of boric acid.
Five percent boric acid solution followed by the
hydrochloric acid treatment resulted in considerable blue
mold decay, and physiological injury.
Soiiin acid carbonate alone gave only a snail araount
of decay and practically no physiological Injury.

Sodiura

acid carbonate followed by hydrochloric acid, however,
gave a high percentage of blue nold decay, and considerable physiological injury.
Sodiua chloride and hydrochloric acid together gave
a great deal of blue jaold decay and physiological injury.
Sodium hydroxide alone gave only a small amount of

- 19 blue mold decay, but resulted in a large amount of
physiological injury♦
The injury caused by blue sold (Penicilliua expansum) resulted in the complete breakdown of the fruit.
The -mold started growth on the surface of th4 exposed
tissue in the core cavity and in ten days had usually
worked its way to the surface of the apple (Fig» 5).
Although blue aold started growth upon the introduction of most of thd solutions, the growth was greatly
accelerated by excessive physiological injury, as shown
by the vory high percentage of blue aold injury following the acid treatment.
The Bffect of .75 percent Hydrochloric Acid on
the growth and Qersninatlon of Blue Llold Spores
The following experimental work was undertaken to
determine the effect of the acid bath on the time of
germination and growth of blue mold spores.
In these tests, spores taken froa fruit that had
been infected with blue aold during the washing treataent
were put in a flask containing sterile .75 percent hydrochloric acid solution.

The flask was thoroughly shaken

to insure wetting the spores and to break up any clumps. *
of spores that might have forced.
of two hours one

c.c.

At regular intervals

of the solution charged with the

- 20 spores was pipetted by tseans of a sterile pipette onto
plates of sterile potato dextrose agar»

Snough powdered

calcium carbonate was added to each plate to neutralize
the acid.
After inoculation each plate was put in the incubator at 80 degrees P. for thirty-six hours.
were then examined for mold growth.

The plates

M the end of the

thirty-six hour period every plate had produced a strong
growth of blue mold, showing that the spores were not
killed by the ,75 percent acid in that length of tine.
In addition to this work the effect of the acid on
the germination of the spores was detemined by another
method.

$his was done by ehargixig a sterile solution of

.75 percent hydrochloric acid with blue mold spores, and
making hanging-drop slides in Van Tieghaa cells.

These

were then exaained under the microscope to determine the
tine and percent of gersninatlon by actual count.

Checks

of pure water and a 5 percent sugar solution were aade.
The drops were exaniined every eight hours.

At the end of

twenty-four hours the spores in the sugar solution had
started to germinate.

In forty hours sixty percent of

the spores in the sugar solutions, and forty-two percent
of those in the water had germinated.

The spores in the

acid solution v/ere examined sixty-eight and seventy-two
hours after they were put in the solution, and no germ-

• 21 ination had started*

the test was then discarded "because

of the evaporation of the hanging-drop in the cells*
This work shows that, although the spores did not
geminate while in the acid solution, they geminated and
produced a heavy growth when they were removed and placed
on a favorable media*
That the add tanks soon became heavily charged with
raold spores was soon apparent*

Heald^2' found that the

spore count varied from 200 to 12,300 spores per c.c, depending upon the character of the fruit*

Fisherd) found

in one machine that was washing ripe windfalls, the spore
count reached an average of 1,500 spores per c.c* at the
end of a two hour run*
It is apparent that when the spores in the contaminated acid bath are carried into the core cavity with
the acid they lie domant until the acid has been absorbed by the flesh of the fruit.

Then, the spores germinate

and, following the physiological injury caused by the ackl,
readily break down the apple.

IV.

THB EFFECT OF SUBKEBQINQ AT VAHlOUS DEPTHS ON LEAKAGS INTO TH3 CALYX TUBS OF CLOSBD-COHBD FH3ITS
To obtain information on this phase of the problem,

closed-cored apples of tho Mann variety were used in the

- 22 first tests*
An attempt to use several stains in solutions in
determining the aaount of liquid entering the calyx
tube of the fruit was aade.

Solutions of analin blue,

methyl red, aethyl green, and gentian violet were used.
Because of the smooth, hard character of the calyx
tube, and the spreading of the stains by the ^tiice when
the fruit was cut so as to ejcpose the calyx tufce, this
method was abandoned*
In the second series of tests, closed-cored apples
were sufcaerged at depths varying from 0 to 60 inches in
a solution of #75 percent hydrochloric acid*

The

varieties used were ilann, Ben Davis, Yellow Mewtown, and
Winesap,

Following the acid treatment, the apples were

thoroughly rinsed in water.

The presence or absence of

acid in the calyx tube was detcralned by pressing the
tongue firmly against the calyx of each apple as it case
from fee rinse bath* . It was found that the presence

of

even small amounts of acid could be detected in this
manner.
The results of this test showed quite clear that
submersion tends to force the washing solution into the
calyx tube of closed-cored apples*

It is clear, also,

that rinsing, no aatter how thoroughly done, cannot re*
oove the acid that lias been forced deep into the calyx

tube.

Apparently the deeper the subciersion tho greater

tho amount of acid that is forced into the calyx tube.
Several lots of fruit were treated with water before
they were submerged in the acid, as outlined in part II.
Passing the fruit through a water bath prior to the acid
treatment did not remedy this trouble entirely,

V,

THE EFPSCTS OH TH2 PRDIT OF LEASAGB INTO THE OALIX
TUBS ,
Data on this phase of the problem vras obtained by

submerging apples at various depths in .75 percent hydrochloric acid and then noting "the effects of the treatment
during tho storage period,

Mann and Ben Davis apples were

washed by the floatation aethod, and by the submersion
oethod in depths varying from four to sixty inches.
nethods used are outlined on page 10.

The

Tables VII and VIII

give the results obtained in these tests.
Winesap and Hewtown apples were subaerged in 66 per^
cent hydrochloric acid at depths of one inch and sixty
inches.
The results obtained are shown in table IX,

•

•>■

SABIiS VII
THB EFP2CT OF LI^SAGS IIITO IBS C&LTS TDBU OF

mm
treatment

APPL3S

Percent
Dalyx injury

i

Percent
calyx decay

Check (no treatment)

0

0

Washed by floatation method

0

5

Submerged 4 inches

5

10

Submerged 8 Inches

10

5

Submerged 12 inchea

10

10

Stftenersed IS inches

0

10

Sutoaerged 24 inches

15

10

Submerged 48- inches

5

10

Subaergod 60 inches

15

20

- 25 -

TABLE

VIII

THE EPFBCT OP LEAKAGE IHTO TEB CALYX TOBE
OF Bill DAVIS APPLES

Troatment

Percent
calyx injury

Percent
calyx decay

Check (no treat taent)

0

0

Washed by floatation

10

10

Submerged 4 Inehes

10

5

Sutoerged 8 inches

45

20

Suteerged 12 inches

15

10

Sutoerged 18 inches

15

15

Sutoerged 84 inches

25

10

Suteaerged 36 inches

40

35

Sxiteerged 48 inches

45

15

Suteerged 83 inches

35

20
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- 27 With continued storage the injured areas becaoe much darker in color, but if the injury was not followed by mold
growth it did not spread throughout the apple*
As is shown in tables VIX, VIII, and IX, a high percentage of the apples were injured by calyx decay.

Dhis

decay was usually caused by blue aold, although occasionally they became Infected with perennial canker (Glaeosporium perennans).

!fhe blue mold growth generally start-

ed in the same region as the hydrochloric acid injury.
Within ten days time the blue mid would have rotted
the entire area around the calyx tube, resulting in the
characteristic light colored soft decay (Fig, 7).
the decay resulting from psronnlal ean&er was much
darker, resulting in a fira, dry, rot, which slowly consuaed the fruit (Fig. 8).
Obviously deep submersion results in an increased
amount of both calyx injury and calyx decay.

It seeras

that any depth greater than froa 6 to 8 Inches is sufficient to force the acid solution below the calyx lobes
and deep enough into the calyx tube to aake it impossible
to rinse out, and that when the acid is left in the calyx
end, physiological injury or decay usually results.

- £8 Observations from Coraaercial Vfesliing OperatiQ^s
The experimental data obtained in the course of these
experiments corroborate very closely the observations made
from commercial ■oashing operations.
Early in 1927 several firms contemplated manufacturing a deep submersion type of machine, and two firms did
manufacture and offer for sale this type of fruit washer*
The principle on which these machines work is that the
fruit is carried from the surface to a depth of about five
feet and then allowed to come to the surface again.

$hls

is repeated four times during the five minutes the fruit
is left in the acid compartment.

From the acid bath it is

conveyed to a rinsing tanls #iere it is subjected to a
Similar treatment in fresh water, and then conveyed to the
dryer.
This type of machine had several advantages:

it was

simple in regard to construction, eliminating the necessity for pumps, pipes, screens, or rapidly moving parts.
By submerging, it was possible to keep the fruit in the
acid for five minutes, which was necessary If disinfectants were to be used and still keep the fruit in motion
which is necessary in order to break up local concentrations of arsenic laden acid, without using a large amount
of valuable floor space.

This economy of floor space and

- 29 simple construction was a large factor in the selling of
this raachine*
Thirty~two of these machines were installed, principally in Hood River, mrith a few at hosier, MiltonPreewatcr, Roseburg, iiedford, and White Salmon.

This

represented an invcstaent of about 040,000 for the cost
of the oachines.

The amount for the cost of spoiled

fruit cannot be accurately estimated, but it is safe to
say that it amounted to $100,303 or more,
The first machine was installed about August 1st,
1927, at Medford, Oregon.

Forty thousand boxes of

pears were washed with no report of injury.

Sodium

chloride was used to cause the pears to float.
Following this, a machine was set up at Sood
River*

The first fruit to be washed in the Uorth with

this machine was five cars of Gravenstine apples.

A

weak acid solution was used and no injury was reported.
By this time, it had been deterained that this
sjachine could not be used on varieties which had very
open calyx tubes, or calyx tubes opening into the core
cavity, but it was thought that it would be satisfactory
for most corsraercial varieties, and that no great injury
would resuit♦
The first indication of real trouble was reported

- 30 October 15th, vtiaen it was found that 19 cars of
Jonathans washed by one of these machines at EiltonFreewater, Oregon, were arriving at eastern markets in
bad condition,

Ihe fruit showed a great deal of Blue

Mold decay, soae cars running as high as 60 percent.
The apples also showed a high percentage of calyx
injury*
The next.report was froa Hosier.

Delicious apples

which had been washed and put in coEnon storage were feo
badly injured that they had to be repacked in ten days
after they were washed.

Then the sasie trouble started

to show up in the Spitzenburg, Delicious, and Jonathans
at Hood River, Oregon.
?foen this positive injury was seen, the machines
were converted into the paddle wheel floatation type of
washer which proved to be satisfactory under conoercial
conditions.

- SI Practical Applications
The results of the experimental work, togetlier ndth
the observations nade from commercial washing operations
bring out the following factors in regard to the commercial cleaning of fruit by the washing methods•
It

That subsiersion to any depth greater than a
few inches will result in a high percentage

2,

of injury,
That subaerging the fruit in solutions before they are subjected to the acid treatment is not practical as it does not lower
the aaount of injury to any great degree.

3,

That injury from penetration occurs when
both acid and alkali solutions are used as
solvents*

4,

That injury from penetration varies considerably with the kinds and varieties of
fruits*

Suaaary and Concl^slo^^
1#

It was found that there isas a wide variation in

the prevalence of open-cored apples within a given
variety, the number of open-cored fruits increasing in
the larger sizes.

Soao varieties were alaost all close-

cored, vrhlle other varieties would run as high as SO
percent open cores*
2.

Beep subiaersion results in considerable leakage

of acid into the open-cored apples.

Apparently soise

leakage occurs with sluicing, floatation, and spray
methods, but it is much less than vJhen submersion is
employed.

Submersion at four inches resulted in a great

deal of leakage, and depths below tv/elve inches practically filled the center of every open-cored speciffien.
3.

Serious core injury resulted when hydrochloric

acid entered the core of the apple*

Filling the core

with different solutions prior to the acid treataont
resulted in only a slight decrease in core injury and
decay*
4.

It is quite clear that subversion forces the

washing solutions into the calyx tube of close-cored
fruits, and that the deeper the subaersion the greater
the aaount of acid is forced into the calyx tube.

This

acid could not bo rinsed out,

Tho entrance of acid

solution into the calyx tube resulted in a high percentage of physiological injury and ^old decay*
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FXGORE 1
DIAGRAM OF A!? OPEII-CORBD APPLE

FIGURE 2
DIAGRAM OF A

CLOSED-CORED APPLE
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Fig. 1

Bfc^YW/^

Fig. 2

PIGDH3 5
IlfJDRy OCCORRING III OPIE-CORED
APPLES SUBM2RGED TO A DSPTH OF SIX IIICHES
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W^^-^'

Fig. 3

FIGURE 4
IHJTJKf OCCURRIHG IK OPEH-CORED APPLES
WASHED BY THE FLOAIAIIOU METHOD
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Fig* 4

FIGORE 5
BLUE uOLD BSC1Y FOLLOT7IIIG DBSP
SOEJBRSIOIJ OF Omim: APPLES

fig* 5

FIGDflE 6
ACID lUJOBX FOLLOWIIJG DEEP
eOBaiERSIOH OF CLGS£)D-GOHSD Al'PLBS
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Fig, 6

FIQDHE 7
BLUE HOLD DSCAY FOLLOTBIIIG DS2P
SOHIERSIOIi OF CLOSSD-OJBSD APPLBS
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Fig. 7

FIGDRB 8
PEBBBNIAL GtiSKSR POLLO^IIG DBS?
SDEISHSIOIJ OF CLOSSD^CORED A?PI*3S
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